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Abstract

Late sodium current INaL is an inward current participating in maintaining the plateau of the
action potential.  So far its role in the repolarization of canine hearts is not well known.  In this paper,
by taking advantage of a computer simulation method, we developed a one-dimensional transmural
tissue to study the impacts of INaL on rate-dependent repolarization and its ionic basis in the canine
ventricle.  An OpenMP parallel algorithm was performed on a four-core personal computer to accelerate
the simulation.  The results demonstrated that action potential durations of midmyocytes showed greater
rate dependence than the endo- and epi-myocytes.  When the pacing rate was reduced, repolarization of
the tissue was prolonged while the transmural dispersion of repolarization (TDR) was enlarged.  The
enhancement of INaL further amplified this rate-dependent repolarization and TDR meanwhile increased
the risk of arrhythmogenesis.  INaL was found highly sensitive to the pacing rate by calculating its
kinetics.  The study suggested that INaL played an important role in the rate-dependent repolarization
of the canine ventricle.  Selective blockade of INaL could have clinical benefits, especially for such
pathological conditions with enhanced INaL as long QT 3 syndrome and heart failure.
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Introduction

Sudden cardiac death commonly occurs during
the ventricular fibrillation characterized by multiple
wavelets.  But in the setting of a long QT (LQT) syn-
drome, a polymorphic ventricular tachycardia which
is known as Torsade de Pointes (TdP) is also very
lethal.  LQT syndrome is a repolarization disorder
with obvious prolongation of QT interval.  It is
observed not only in some pathological cardiac
conditions, such as heart failure and ventricular
hypertrophy, but also in Class III antiarrhythmic agents
known as the drug-induced LQT (9).

It has long been recognized that some outward

currents, such as the rapidly and slowly activating,
delayed rectifier potassium currents IKr and IKs are the
major currents responsible for ventricular muscle
action potential repolarization (21).  However, more
and more evidences suggest the important role of
an inward current, late sodium current INaL in the
repolarization of rabbit hearts.  INaL has been identified
in ventricular cardiomyocytes of a large variety of
mammalian species, including humans, dogs, rabbits,
and rats.  Although it is very small compared with the
fast sodium component, its inactivation is very slow,
usually lasting throughout the action potential, there-
fore, it also participates in repolarization of the ac-
tion potential.
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Recently, Song et al. found that INaL significantly
contributed to the action potential duration (APD)
and pointed out that the effect of physiologic INaL

on repolarization might be more important than cur-
rently appreciated (15).  Undrovinas demonstrated
that the inhibition of INaL by ranolazine could improve
abnormal repolarization and contraction in canine
failing heart (18).  Moreover, INaL was found to in-
crease in failing hearts and was implicated in the
repolarization abnormalities (13, 17).

In other experiments (8, 22), by blocking IKr in
rabbit hearts, they found that the repolarization ex-
hibited the reverse rate-dependent (RRD) character-
istics, that is, the repolarization prolongation became
more distinct during bradycardia than during tachy-
cardia.  INaL rather than IKs was indicated to contribute
to the RRD.  In addition, the inhibition of INaL was
found to markedly reduce the TdP liability in rabbit
hearts.

Accordingly, INaL has recently received much
concerns and resurged as a plausible target for cardio-
protection (3, 14, 23).  Despite its great fundamental
and clinical importance, the role of INaL in ventricular
repolarization and its rate property, especially in ca-
nine hearts are not well known.  In this paper, by using
the computer simulation method, we quantitatively
investigated the effects of enhanced INaL on the canine
ventricular repolarization and its ionic mechanisms.

Materials and Methods

Transmural Tissue Model

A canine single cell model (4) was chosen for
our simulations.  The model not only describes the
traditional ionic channel activities and internal Ca2+

dynamics, but also presents the heterogeneity across
the canine transmural tissue to approximate experi-
mentally reported properties of endocardial, midmy-
ocardial (M) and epicardial cells.  Several new ionic
currents, specifically, the late Na+ current are intro-
duced.  Compared with epicardium, INaL density was
found large in endocardium, especially in M cells
(25).  Therefore, the model scales INaL maximal con-
ductance to 1.25 and 1.7 of the epicardial value in
endocardial and M cells, respectively.

In this study, a one-dimensional transmural
tissue strand was developed based on the three single
cell types.  A total of 150 cells were arranged along
the fiber from the left-hand to the right-hand ends.
Cells from 1th to 50th were characterized with en-
docardium, 51th to 99th cells were M myocytes while
the others were epicardium.  Each simulated cell was
electrically coupled with its two immediate neighbors
by gap junctions (6).  The whole length of the fiber
was 15.0 mm due to the spatial step of 0.1 mm.

Propagation of electrical excitation was described by
the non-linear cable equation with the impermeable
boundary conditions in Eq. 1.

(1)

where D is the diffusion coefficient, x is spatial
coordinates, and u is a vector of the gating variables
and ionic concentrations that determine the total
membrane current f (V,u).  xmin and xmax denote the
left- and right-hand ends of the strand.

D of 0.25 mm2/ms was set homogeneous through-
out the strand except for a five-fold reduction at the
M-to-epicardium border zone (cells 98th to 102th)
(4).

Numerical Integration and Parallel Algorithm

To advance the integration efficiency, we used
the operator splitting method to solve the equation.
Euler method was applied to solve the membrane
potential of each single cell while the three-point cen-
tered difference method was employed to integrate
the partial differential equation describing the dif-
fusion of action potentials (24).  In the calculation,
an adaptive time step method was used: if dV/dt >1
mV/ms, or within 5 ms after a stimulus current was
applied, the time step ∆t = 0.005 ms; within the time
interval of 5 ms and 20 ms, ∆t = 0.008 ms; during the
other time interval ∆t = 0.01ms.

In order to further improve the numerical accu-
racy, the second-order accuracy in space was used
to discretize the boundary condition.  The OpenMP
parallel algorithm was performed on a four-core
personal computer with Inter(R) Core(TM)2 Quad
CPU Q8300 at a frequency of 2.5 GHz.  C language
and a set of compiler directives were used to program
codes (21).

Extracellular Potentials

Extracellular unipolar potentials generated by
the fiber in a conductive medium were computed
from the transmembrane potential V using the fol-
lowing integral expression (6):

(2)

where φ represents the unipolar potential recorded at
an electrode 2 cm from the epicardial end of the
strand, a is the radium of the fiber and x-x ' is the
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distance from the electrode to any point in the fiber.
The potential φ can constitute the ECG waveforms.
To minimize stimulus and end effects, only cells 16th
to 134th were included in our ECG computations.

Results

Electrical Behaviors across the Developed Tissue

Fig. 1 displays the excitation propagation (A)
and action potential duration (B) across the transmural
fiber with gap junctions coupled (solid line) and un-
coupled (dashed line).  The excitation was produced
at the endocardial end by consecutive basic stimuli
S1 with the basic cycle length (BCL) of 1000 ms.  As
noticed in Fig. 1A, S1 induced an electrical propaga-
tion from endocardium to epicardium, causing a propa-
gation time delay upon the upstroke of action poten-
tials at different sites.  Three different type myocytes
presented different action potential durations (APDs)
in Fig. 1B.  Endo-, mid- and epi-myocytes located in
the middle of each layer had APDs of 235 ms, 243 ms
and 221 ms, respectively, demonstrating a longest
APD in mid-myocytes.  However, due to homoge-
nizing effects of cell-to-cell electrotonic coupling
presented in the tissue, the smooth transitions in APD
and repolarization between different layers could be
observed in Fig. 1B except at the midmyocardial-
epicardial border with a sudden reduced diffusion
coefficient.  Relative to the uncoupled single cells,
APD dispersion was markedly reduced with cellular
coupling.

Rate-Dependence of the Repolarization

Fig. 2 displays action potentials of three type
myocytes and their corresponding ECG waveforms at
pacing rates of 500 ms, 1000 ms and 2000 ms when
INaL is in the control (A) and enhanced (B) conditions.
As denoted, QT was defined as the time from the on-
set of the QRS to the end point of the T wave.  Tp-e

was defined as the time from the peak to the end of the
T wave.  We noticed that in each situation, since the
M cell had the longest APD, it repolarized last.  There-
fore, the onset and the end of the QT aligned with the
upstroke of the endocardial action potential and the
end point of the midmyocardial repolarization, re-
spectively.  In the meantime, complete repolarization
of the epicardium and midmyocardium coincided with
the peak and end of the T wave because of the earliest
repolarization of the epicardium.

As noticed, APDs in either A or B showed a
rate-dependent characteristic, especially for M cells.
Compared with the results at BCL of 500 ms, APDs of
the M cell at BCL = 1000 ms and 2000 ms increased
6.5% and 9.6% in the control condition (panel A), and
7.6% and 11.3% in the enhanced INaL situation (panel
B), respectively.  Meanwhile, QT and Tp-e intervals
prolonged with different extent when the pacing rate
was reduced.

Additionally, with the rate slowing down a typi-
cal spike and dome (notch) morphology appeared at
phase-1 of the action potential repolarization.  It was
most distinct for the epicardial cell.  A J wave (Osborn
wave) coincided with the notch in the epicardial

Fig. 1. Electrical activities along the developed heterogeneous transmural strand at the coupling interval of 1000 ms.  A: computed
space-time plot of response to the last pacing S1.  B: transmural changes in APD along the coupled (solid line) and uncoupled
(dashed line) strand.
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action potential was observed after each QRS com-
plex in ECG.  The notch and the J wave became more
prominent at slow than at rapid rates, showing a bit of
rate-dependence.

Effects of INaL on APDs, QT and Tp-e Intervals

In Fig. 2, in contrast to the panel A, when INaL

was doubled (B), APDs lengthened, especially for
M cells.  Taking the BCL of 1000 ms as an example,
compared with the corresponding APDs in A, APDs
of the endo, M, and epi-myocardium in B increased
about 4.5%, 6.6%, and 1.3%, respectively.

The relationship of QT and Tp-e intervals with

BCLs at different INaL are presented in Fig. 3, A and
B.  The curves denoted with open triangles represent
the control condition while the solid square and solid
triangle labeled curves correspond to two and three
times of INaL, respectively.  As inspected, the more
the INaL was enhanced, the more the QT was prolonged.
Compared with the control INaL, for the doubled and
tripled INaL, at BCL = 500 ms, QT increased about
5.1% and 9.6%, respectively; at BCL = 1000 ms, QT
increased about 6.4% and 12.2%, respectively, while
at BCL = 2000 ms, QT increased about 7.8% and
15.4%, respectively.  So the increase in INaL and the
increase in QT at a same BCL presented an approxi-
mately linear relationship.  Besides, we observed that

100 ms

2000 ms1000 ms

J wave

QT

Endo

M

Epi

ECG
Tp-e

500 ms

2000 ms1000 ms500 ms

A Control LNaL

B Increased LNaL

Fig. 2. Effects of INaL and pacing rates on action potential morphology and ECG waveforms.  Panel A corresponds to the control
condition.  Panel B shows the results when INaL is doubled.  In each panel, from the left to the right column the results at 3 dif-
ferent BCLs of 500 ms, 1000 ms, and 2000 ms are displayed.  Action potentials of endocardial, M, and epicardial myocytes
as well as the ECG are aligned from the top to the bottom in each column.
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at the same time, the prolongation became more sig-
nificant at slow than at rapid rates.  Slopes of QT-BCL
and Tp-e-BCL shown in Fig. 3, C and D reflected that
the change in QT and Tp-e as the function of BCLs be-
came large with the increase of INaL.

Effects of INaL on Tp-e / QT Ratio

It was reported that the ratio of Tp-e to QT was
an important arrhythmic index particularly relevant
to the TdP risk of the LQT (7).  Therefore, we cal-
culated Tp-e/QT and its change ratio for the enhanced
INaL in relative to the control condition.  As presented
in Fig. 4, larger INaL produced an obvious increase in
Tp-e/QT and its change ratio.  Compared with the
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control condition, at BCL = 2000 ms, Tp-e/QT increased
54.9% and 103.6% in situations of doubled and tripled
INaL, respectively.  Besides, Tp-e/QT and its change
ratio also presented a rate-dependent characteristic.
In other words, they increased more with the rate
slowing down.

INaL and Its Rate Dependence

In order to reveal the ionic basis that INaL con-
tributed to the QT and Tp-e lengthening, particularly
at the slow rate, we calculated the INaL current of the
M cell at different BCLs since M cell is important in
determining the tissue repolarization and has in-
trinsically largest INaL.  Fig. 5A displays INaL at 3 dif-
ferent pacing rates in the control condition: 500 ms
(broken line), 1000 ms (solid line) and 2000 ms
(dotted line).  Fig. 5B presents relationship of the
maximum INaL current and the BCL in three cases:
control (open triangle), two (solid square) and three
(solid triangle) times of INaL, respectively.  As noticed,
INaL showed distinct rate dependence.  The maximum
INaL currents were about -0.16pA/pF, -0.20pA/pF and
-0.22pA/pF at BCL of 500 ms, 1000 ms and 2000 ms,
respectively.  Therefore, under the control condition,
the value of the maximum current increased about
38% from BCL of 500 ms to 2000 ms.  The rate de-
pendence became more significant when INaL was
enhanced.  In the situations of doubled and tripled
INaL, the maximum current increased about 54% and
65% when BCL changed from 500 ms to 2000 ms,
respectively.

Discussion

LQT syndrome is characterized by QT interval

prolongation and susceptibility to sudden cardiac death
due to TdP.  Recently, the late sodium current INaL is
postulated to generate prolonged action potentials
and increased QT interval (12).  In this paper, we de-
veloped a one-dimensional transmural canine tissue
to quantitatively study the role of INaL in rate-depen-
dent repolarization of the canine ventricle.  In our
model, three type myocytes exhibited different action
potential morphology and durations.  M cells pre-
sented the longest APD while epicardial cells showed
the shortest one although their differences remarkably
reduced due to electrotonic effects in the tissue (Fig.
1).  Epicardium repolarized earlier than endocardium
although the excitation sequence was inverse, thus,
resulting in a positive T wave on ECG in our model.
Besides, epicardium exhibited significant spike and
dome morphology due to the large transient outward
potassium current Ito (16).

It is known that repolarization of the mammalian
ventricular cell often displays the physiological rate
adaptive property, that is, tachycardia makes the APD
and repolarization short while bradycardia makes
them long.  This phenomenon is also presented in
our control conditions shown in Fig. 2A in which
APD and repolarization represented by the QT interval
on ECG both prolonged with the decrease of pacing
rates.  Furthermore, our results indicated that the
transmural dispersion of repolarization (TDR)
represented by Tp-e interval on ECG (1, 5) exhibited
the rate adaptation at the same time.  This property
might be attributed to the M cell which showed more
prominent rate-dependence than the other two cell
types.  In other words, at slower pacing rate, more
time was required for the M cell to repolarize, thus
lengthening the Tp-e interval which was determined
by the repolarizing time differences between M and
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epicardial cells.
In addition, in Fig. 2 the spike and dome mor-

phology and the J wave on ECG became more obvious
at BCL = 1000 ms than at BCL = 500 ms, suggesting
a rate adaption of Ito since J wave was primarily
formed by spike and dome which was determined by
Ito.  Thus, Ito was suggested to present a bit of rate-
dependent property.  However, if BCL was further in-
creased, no obvious change in J wave was observed,
indicating a limited contribution of Ito to the rate
dependence.

Previously, it was popularly believed that IKs

was a major modulator for the ventricular rate adaption
(20).  However, evidence suggested that in the canine
ventricle, M cells showed much more rate dependent
than the endo- and epi-myocardium although M cells
have much smaller IKs than the other two cell types
(10).  In Fig. 2B, when INaL was doubled, APD, QT
and Tp-e intervals lengthened and showed significant
rate dependence compared with the results in Fig. 2A.
Similarly, Fig. 3 demonstrated that with further in-
crease of INaL, repolarization prolongation and dis-
persion of repolarizing both were amplified much
more during bradycardia than during tachycardia.
These all suggested that INaL played an important
role in modulation of the rate-dependence in the
canine heart, particularly for the M cell that presents
intrinsically large INaL and small IKs.

TDR and RRD have been observed in studies (1,
19).  Previous findings found that the inhibition of
the sodium current could reduce TDR (11).  Together
with the experiment in rabbit hearts (8) and our
simulations in canine hearts, we suggested that TDR
and RRD at least partially attributed to the hetero-
geneous distribution of INaL along the transmural
wall.  Since the different INaL density among three
type myocytes, the response to the pacing rate was
different, resulting in a rate-dependent TDR.  It is
well known that TDR plays an important role in
forming reentrant arrhythmia, therefore, the increase
in TDR at the slow rate might raise the possibility of
the occurrence of TdP.  Our simulations revealed that
the risk of occurring TdP increased during bradycardia
than during tachycardia, and with the enhancement of
INaL the risk could be elevated (Fig. 4).  This might
attribute to the enlarged TDR which was caused by
enhanced INaL at slow rate.  In other reports, INaL was
supposed to contribute to triggering arrhythmia in
two ways (17).  One was by causing early afterdepolar-
isations (EAD) due to the repolarizing prolongation.
The other way might be causing late afterdepolar-
isations (DAD) attributable to calcium oscillations
in sodium-calcium overload conditions.  Therefore,
either for the reentrant or triggered arrhythmia, inhi-
bition of INaL would be suggested to have possibility
to low the arrhythmogenesis, thereby potentially

having clinical benefits, especially for the LQT3
(enhanced INaL) (2) and other pathological conditions
with enhanced INaL, such as heart failure.

As an important inward current in maintaining
the plateau of the action potential, INaL has so far re-
ceived little attention in modulation of rate depen-
dence.  Our simulation investigated the kinetics of
INaL and its changes in maximum amplitude with
BCLs.  As displayed in Fig. 5, INaL was highly depen-
dent on BCLs.  This dependence was amplified by the
enhancement of INaL.  This from the ionic basis re-
vealed that INaL was indeed sensitive to the pacing
rate.

In our simulation, we didn’t investigate the role
of IKr and IKs in the rate-dependent repolarization.  IKr

and IKs were kept same for different INaL at different
pacing rates.  Therefore, for a same pacing rate, their
contributions to repolarization were approximately
the same in the situations of control, doubled or
tripled INaL.  Besides, compared with Epi and Endo
cells, M cells have small IKs but large INaL.  Now M
cells were found to show more distinct rate depen-
dence than the other 2 cell types.  So we could tell that
the contribution of INaL to rate-dependent repolar-
ization was great, especially in situations of enhanced
INaL.  Therefore, our results are not expected to be
influenced by the function of IKr and IKs in the repo-
larization.  However, IKr and IKs are outward currents
that also participate in repolarization of the action
potential.  They have different densities across the
transmural wall which might contribute to the
heterogeneity of repolarization.  So their roles in the
rate-dependent repolarization and TDR are also
important and would be expected in our future work.

In summary, our simulation demonstrated that
INaL itself showed rate dependent property.  It played
an important role in the rate-dependent repolariza-
tion of canine hearts.  The enhancement of INaL could
amplify the risk of arrhythmogenesis.  Accordingly,
selective blockade of INaL was indicated to be a po-
tential target for antiarrhythmic therapy.
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